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Abstract— A Type of side channel attack is the Power analysis
attack(PAAs) which is based on measurement of power
consumption, and they are of main concern in securing the
secrete data that is stored in cryptographic devices . In this
paper, we introduce conventional advanced encryption standard
(AES-128) along with SDRR architecture to provide better
immunity of the cryptographic hardware based on DDA
encoding logic . The required input is provided to the SDRR and
the out of the SDRR is given to AES which performs Encryption
and Decryption and provide the output. Our technique
eliminates the combinational path duplication that is used to
process the random data, unlike other RTL counter measures.
The
Verilog
hardware
description language used for
implementing the proposed system and Modelsim 6.4 C used for
simulation, and Synthesized using Xilinx tool. The proposed
system is implemented in FPGA Spartan 3 XC3S 200 TQ-144.

encryption process, to the plaintext the random intermediate
data were continuously added to mask the side-channel
leakage and at the end of the encryption, the random
intermediate data that results from masking operation are
removed from the ciphertext. But the masked AES
implementations are attackable by higher order PAAs.
Our proposed technique uses the secure double rate
registers (SDRRs) in conventional advanced encryption
standard that provides a better security by protecting both the
combinational and sequential parts of the implementation,
and does not require the duplication, thus reducing power
consumption overhead.

Keywords— Advanced encryption standard (AES), power
analysis attack (PAA), register-transfer level (RTL)
countermeasure, Modelsim
I.

INTRODUCTION

SIDE-Channel Attacks (SCAs) [1] is a kind of attack, that by
observing the unintended physical emissions such as power
consumed by device and etc, try to recover the information
that is being processed in a cryptographic device. The most
essential form of SCA is the Power analysis attacks (PAAs)
[2], as they are of relatively low cost and simple to achieve.
The major advantage of PAAs is that it depends on the
instantaneous current of the process data drawn from the
power source of CMOS digital circuits.
With the advancement in Internet of Things
applications, they was a need to design highly constrained
devices i.e. new cryptographic circuits, that were needed to
be area efficient, low power, and SCAs resistant [6], [7].
Furthermore, IN CMOS devices there was a increase in
leakage currents that built an additional side channel that can
be utilized by PAAs, based on static current consumption
[8].
At each level of abstraction of design flow,
countermeasures were introduced. One of the class of
countermeasures used logic styles, and the power consumed
by it was less dependent on the processed data. Because of
improperly balanced parasitic capacitance, that leads to
increased data dependence of power consumption , the logic
styles were not more advantageous. Then random precharge
logic (RPL) was introduced as one of the first RTL
countermeasure .But this too had disadvantage of requiring
the combinational path duplication. Many masked AES
implementations were proposed .In masked AES, during the
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II. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
A. AES-128 Fundamentals –
AES is a symmetric block cipher .This implies it uses a
similar key for both encryption and decoding. The calculation
considers an assortment of block and key sizes . The block
and key can in reality be picked autonomously from 128, 160,
192, 224, 256 bits and need not be the equivalent.
Encryption comprises in iterated activities, known as
"rounds". The calculation starts with an Include round key
stage pursued by 9 rounds of four phases and a tenth round of
three phases. This applies for both encryption and decoding
with the exemption that each phase of a round the
unscrambling calculation is the converse of it's partner in the
encryption calculation. The four stages are as follows: 1.
Substitute bytes, 2. Shift rows, 3. Mix Columns, 4. Add
Round
Key. The tenth round simply leaves out the Mix
Columns stage.
The initial nine rounds of the decoding calculation
comprise of the accompanying: 1. Inverse Shift rows, 2.
Inverse Substitute bytes,3. Inverse Add Round Key, 4.
Inverse Mix Columns.
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B. Architecture of the Reference AES Encryption Unit --

D. Proposed counter measured AES-The proposed AES design is pictured in Fig.3. SDRRs store
the data during both positive edge and negative edge of the
SEL signal and therefore, conventional registers are replaced
by SDRRs. The proper data and random data are processed
and stored concurrently, using SDRR, and is provided as
input for AES along with the key to perform encryption and
decryption by exploiting the diffusion property of the
cryptographic algorithm. The internal structure of the
proposed counter measured approach is as shown in the
figure 4.

Fig.1. Architecture block diagram of the reference AES-128 encryption unit
(AES-0)

The architecture of the reference AES encryption unit (AES0) is shown in Fig. 1.The implementation of these four blocks
is done using combinational network and a pipeline register
to store data at the output of each block. To process it would
require four clock cycles, and 128-bit plaintext block(11
rounds) would require 44 clock cycles for the entire encoding
process.
C. Secure Double Rate Register-Fig.3. Block diagram of the proposed counter measured AES
architecture

Fig.2. Block scheme of the SDRR.

Double-data-rate computation can be used as a
countermeasure against PAAs. The block diagram of the
SDRR is depicted in Fig. 2. The SDRR consists of two
cascaded registers and an input multiplexer. The multiplexer
allows for the selection of the input data of the first register.
The registers in the SDRR are clocked by the CK signal . The
SEL signal is used to select between real and random data.
The real input data is stored in one of the two registers of the
SDRR, a random data is stored in the other one and vice
versa.
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Fig.4. Internal view

The internal structure of the proposed counter measured
approach is as shown in the figure 4. If the SEL is 0 correct
input is selected and if SEL is 1 random data is selection and
is provided for encryption and decryption. Thus, providing a
improved security.
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III. FPGA IMPEMENTATION

Fig.6:Simulation waveform of proposed system using Modelsim

B. Area, Delay and Power comparison-

Fig.5: FPGA Implementation of Proposed system

Here we have used Spartan-3 FPGA board. This provides
powerful, self contained development platform for designs.
The FPGA implementation of proposed system for particular
input is as shown in the fig.5.
VI.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. Verilog simulation resultThe figure 6 below is the verilog simulation result of
proposed design which shows plaintext output equals to
plaintext input when sel is 0.

Table.1: Area, Delay and Power comparison table

The area, delay and power are the major consideration in
designing any system and there comparison need to
considered .As per the above comparison table the area
requirement for the proposed system is more when
compared to pipeline based encryption. And when it
comes to delay comparison the proposed system has less
delay when compared to the other encryption methods.
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C. Area Comparison Graph-

E. Power Comparison Graph-

Fig.9: Comparison graph for power consumption

The figure 7 and figure 8 shows the comparison graph for
area and delay. The power consumption is also one of the
major consideration and the power consumed by the proposed
system is less than other pipelined system. The figure 9
shows the power comparison graph.
Fig.7: Comparison Graph for area

D. Delay Comparison Graph-

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper SDRR in Advanced Encryption Standard is
designed using Verilog code and the proposed system is
implemented in FPGA Spartan 3 XC3S 200 TQ-144. The
SDRR provides the input for the encryption by making the
selection between plaintext and random data. The selected
input is provided for encryption and decryption along with
the key. The proposed work allows, process the
combinational circuit on every clock cycle and sequential
circuits for storing the process data, without duplicating the
combinational logic on random data. Another contribution of
this paper is that it designs Encryption Design using Shift
rows, Mixed Column, Add Round Key and We also design a
Decryption Part. Also area, delay and power comparison is
made. This system provide a high security.
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